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As embedded system is widely used in setting up avionic devices, it’s important to verify and validate the 
system’s reliability. With the help of Built-In Test (BIT) technology, faults can be reported and isolated.
Especially the software BIT, which is a popular solution to test the dependability of embedded boards and 
the entire system. Furthermore, the demand for dependable BIT software becomes more urgent. This 
paper discusses the general requirements for BIT software testing including fault mode analysis, and then 
presents a simulation platform which simulates embedded hardware boards and the external environments, 
such as bus devices, Ethernet, and etc. At the same time, hardware faults and I/O data faults are modelled,
simulated and injected in this simulation system. Those contributed a simulated BIT software operating 
system to perform board-level BIT software testing. Compared to traditional fault injection tools, this 
system takes advantage of flexibility based on the software simulation technology and does no harm or 
irruption to either the real hardware or the software. In addition, this system can be expanded with more 
other fault modes including both on-board and on-bus using the simulation method mentioned in this paper.
In the future, it’s expected to build a robust simulation-based fault injection system that satisfies all the 
general requirements in BIT software testing and this method can be applied to the further research on
PHM system validation.

1. Introduction 
Testability products are designed to determine their status (working, not working or performance 
degradation) timely and accurately, and have the characteristics to isolate the internal fault. With the 
development of the system, as well as equipment performance increased, testing attracts more and more 
attention. Built-In Test (BIT) can detect and isolate system or device’s internal fault automatically. As 
airborne electronic equipment increased, and machine control becomes highly centralized, BIT achieves 
an unprecedented importance. Testability research hot spot lies in the study of BIT and the further 
development of its derivatives, such as prognostic and health management. 
BIT software testing is regarded as a particular kind of embedded software testing, which associates with 
its operating environment (embedded hardware platform) closely. And fault injection method can be 
introduced for BIT software testing purpose. As far as known, injecting faults to the system that 
incorporates BIT manually is an effective way for BIT software validation. After observing whether BIT can 
detect and isolate the faults, we can find out that how the software BIT matched with the design 
requirements, and the suggestion of the improvements for the design can be made. 
In this paper we suggest to develop and build a simulation environment with fault injection capability which 
is designed target for board-level software BIT operating environment, and this system can be used as a
simulation and fault injection platform for BIT software testing. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the general requirements for BIT 
software testing, as well as, the analysis of fault injection requirement. After that, the implementation of the 
simulation and emulation environment together with fault injection mechanism are described in Section III. 
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And then, Section IV demonstrates fault injection cases designed to evaluate the software BIT with 
considering the test credibility factors. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and prospects future work. 

2. Fault injection for board-level BIT software testing
Generally, the Board-level software BIT’s workflow and test process that belongs to it are described in 
Figure 1. This section mainly discusses the requirements for board-level BIT software testing, in other 
words, analysis how to perform fault injection. 
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Figure 1: Board-level software BIT process and test flow

2.1 Board-level BIT software testing requirements 
Board-level software BIT is designed for fault detection and fault isolation. So when faults occur on 
hardware system, it’s critical for BIT software to detect all of them and report their fault modes correctly. 
Regarding to the function requirements and design patterns of software BIT, a complete BIT test should 
contain two aspects: whether software BIT could detect all the possible hardware fault modes of system 
correctly, and whether software BIT false alarm the hardware faults that do not exist in fact. 

Table 1:  BIT software testing requirements 

Function overview Functional testing requirements
state monitor real-time monitoring the key parameters of the system

record state information correctly
fault detection detect fault in proper way

reasonable fault detection design
complete record fault information

fault isolation recognize the fault mode
recognize the fault location
point the fault components need be replaced 

fault alarm alarm the faults
whether false alarm

2.2 Fault mode analysis for software BIT detection 
After comprehensive analysis of the fault modes of embedded hardware board and its external 
environment, software BIT mainly detects the digital circuits and components on the hardware board. The 
function fault modes and corresponding BIT detection method are expressed in Table 2 and Table 3. 

Table 2:  Functional fault modes and corresponding BIT detection method for CPU 

Target Functional fault mode Fault location Fault type BIT detection method
CPU cannot execute instructions 

correctly
cannot process software 
data

Data register
Address register
Program counter
State register
Stack pointer
Float point register

one or more bit(s) 
flip
one word flip
stuck at 0
stuck at 1

Function testing
Data value compare
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Table 4:  Fault checkpoints setting 

Fault checkpoint Corresponding fault modes Location for setting
Accessing registers register bit flip / stuck-at (0 or 1) / miss 

load / extraneous load
Simulator -> register

CPU execution illegal interruption / exception Simulator -> CPU
incorrect / extraneous instruction

Accessing memory memory bit flip / stuck-at (0 or 1) Simulator -> CPU
Simulator -> memorymemory cells coupled

I/O device initialize device initial error Simulator -> device
I/O operations read / write error Simulator -> device

Emulator -> I/O process

4. Experiments and evaluation 
4.1 Work form design 
For each fault injection experiment on BIT software testing, the detection and isolation capability should be 
measured, as while as, less false alarm is expected. So we design the work form in our experiment as 
Table 5, which can roughly evaluates software BIT system. 
Fault Detection Rate (FDR) analysis: whether the faults injected in the simulation environment can be 
detected by the software BIT under testing. Moreover, how many of them can be detected correctly. 
Fault Isolation Rate (FIR) analysis: whether the faults injected in the simulation environment can be 
isolated by the software BIT under testing. Moreover, how many of them can be isolated correctly.
False Alarm Rate (FAR) analysis: whether the under tested software BIT alarm of those not happened 
faults, moreover, how many of them are false alarmed. 

Table 5:  Work form designed for BIT software testing 

Item Designed fault rate FDR FIR FAR
1 CPU
2 Memory
3 I/O Devices
4 Input data

Total

4.2 Fault injection capability 
Taking advantage of the /proc file system in Linux, we can examine the hardware information to detect the 
fault. The ID Code Register (c0_cpuid) of CP15 Coprocessor is used to define a 32-bit device ID code, 
which returns part number by [15:4] and layout revision by [3:0] in ARM architecture. Here we inject stuck-
at-1 fault to c0_cpuid’s 1st bit and bit-flip fault to its 5th and 6th bit. As shown in Figure 5, the fault can be 
detected by the wrong display in /proc/cpuinfo, changed from normal value part.926 rev.5 (0x41069265) to 
abnormal value part.920 rev.7 (0x41069207). It illustrates that these types of fault can be perceived. 

Figure 5: Fault Injection Experiment on Processor Version Register 
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The General Purpose Registers (GPR) is used to transfer or register data which may affect in arithmetic 
and logical operations. Sometimes, fault may influent the applications’ running or even lead to 
unrecoverable failure to the OS. A permanent stuck-at-0 fault to GPR14 makes the system go into error 
and automatically shut down after dump the exception messages. 
Finally, we have tested all the faults simulated in the fault injection environment which can be configured 
and injected correctly when the simulator and emulator is running. Furthermore, the faults to be injected in 
an experiment can be configured and queried by monitor as well. Under the help of fault monitor and guest 
operating system, we can detect the injected faults and observe their effect to the system. 

5. Conclusion and future work 
According to the requirements for BIT software testing, this paper proposed a QEMU-based fault 
simulation and injection system, together with a workflow engine implemented I/O data emulation process.
It combines software simulation technique with fault injection to executes tests, and automatically inject 
faults in the simulation environment. In addition, unmodified operating systems and applications, especially 
the software BIT system can run on the prototype system without intrusion. Benefit from software 
simulation technology, the simulation-based fault injection system also has the whole control to the entire 
environment, which contributes to the fault injection process’s monitor and results’ efficient feedback.
In the future, we intend to consider the reproducibility of the system test and to design a hardware board 
simulation library for easier extension, as well as, a fault injector library for more easily injecting and testing. 
It’s also expected to evolve this research in PHM system development and validation. 
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